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Who is Aquila?

Why is a temporary airspace change required?

Let us introduce ourselves, we are Aquila Air Traffic Management Services (ATMS) and we
are working on the Project Marshall contract for the Ministry of Defence (MOD) to upgrade
Air Traffic Management equipment across all UK MOD sites.

Aquila has made an application to the CAA for a Temporary Airspace Change in the vicinity
of the Plymouth and Portland Exercise / Danger Areas to ensure operational maritime and
aviation training conducted in the Exercise Areas can continue safely whilst the legacy ATC
equipment is transformed under Project Marshall.

Aquila formed in 2014 as a joint venture between National Air Traffic Services (NATS),
air navigation services specialist and Thales, the primary supplier of equipment and
services for UK Air Traffic Management (ATM).
Aquila was awarded the Project Marshall contract by the MOD in 2014. The programme
provides military terminal Air Traffic Management (ATM) capability ensuring that all flights
are safely and efficiently managed and sequenced for take-off and landing.

What is Project Marshall?
The Marshall contract provides ATM at all MOD-operated airfields and flying ranges
in the UK and overseas for a period of 22 years. It will also support the delivery of
Lower Airspace Radar Services (LARs) from certain MOD sites as well as providing
an out-of-area ATM capability in support of expeditionary air operations.

Why is Marshall needed?
The current military ATM infrastructure has provided exceptional service over many
years, but, in many cases, is approaching obsolescence and will soon be non-compliant
with mandatory international regulations. It has now become very costly to support.
Furthermore, much of the equipment does not meet MOD’s availability requirements
and does not benefit from commonly accepted ATM efficiency and safety tools.
Marshall will transform the current capability into a modern, efficient and world class
ATM service.
The new equipment and associated infrastructure changes will be rolled out across
a number of different categories known as Technical Service (TS) areas.
Understandably, the programme underpinning the introduction of the new TS is both
extensive and complex. As a minimum it will involve obtaining site clearances and any
planning permission required, completion of any new infrastructure and groundworks,
completing the install, test and accept into service of the new systems and the removal
and decommissioning of
legacy equipment.
This airspace change proposal
is being undertaken in order to
assist with the introduction of
new equipment assets as part
of the Electronic Surveillance
Service known as Technical
Service (TS 07).

Safety is paramount
Control of the airspace concerned is currently achieved using the Primary and Secondary
Surveillance Radars located at the RNAS Culdrose, Wembury Point and Portland sites.
Their feeds are sent to an ATC centre located within the HM Naval Base complex at
Devonport, Plymouth, where controllers provide a variety of Air Traffic Services and safety
of flight monitoring, a Danger Areas Crossing Service (DACS) and Danger Areas Activity
Information Services (DAAIS) for both civil and military airspace users.
There is an enduring MOD requirement to continue Operational Maritime and Aviation
Training throughout the Plymouth and Portland Exercise Areas / Danger Areas for the
extended period whilst the transition from the ‘old to the new’ equipment takes place.
Therefore, in the absence of the Wembury and Portland Primary Surveillance Sensors,
it is necessary to change the way the safety of the airspace is managed for the benefit
of all airspace users.

Who will be impacted by this temporary airspace change?
Civil and military airspace users that occupy the South West airspace.

Public engagement
As the Sponsor of the proposed change, Aquila is required to comply with the Airspace
Design Document (CAP 1616), which offers guidance on the regulatory process
for managing the changing airspace and the observance of stakeholder community
engagement requirements.
This process requires Aquila to conduct a comprehensive 13-week engagement process
to develop an understanding of how the proposed change might impact on the existing
stakeholder communities.
Aquila commits to providing an open and honest engagement and encourages your
comments, questions or concerns.

Where can I get further information?
Comments, questions or concerns can be submitted to
airspacechange@aquila-atms.com or visit www.aquila-atms.com
where you can also sign up for further updates and information.

